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Art & Design Top
CCEA GCSE Candidate
Second Year Running!!
For the second year in a row Ballyclare Secondary
School’s Art & Design department has had the top
CCEA GCSE student! In 2016 Amy Baxter received
this award and we are delighted to announce that
the top candidate in 2017 is Emma McWilliam!
Emma McWilliam completed her GCSE Art and
Design course last June and CCEA have recently
awarded her the top Art and Design student for
GCSE Art and Design. This is a huge achievement
and it reflects Emma’s skill, flair, enthusiasm and
hard work. Her artwork is of the highest standard
and it is exciting to see her developing her work as
she studies A Level Art and Design.
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Year 8 First Day

Year 8 Christmas Dinner
On Wednesday 6th December 2017, our Year 8 Pupils enjoyed their Christmas dinner which was hosted in the
Assembly Hall. Principals and school representatives from our local primary schools were also invited to attend. All
pupils enjoyed the lunch and it was a great opportunity for their principals to see how well they have settled into life
at Ballyclare Secondary School.

Year 8 Fire
Safety Talk
The Science department had a
visit from a member of the Northern Ireland Fire Service, Fireman
S. Todd on Thursday 26th October
2017 to talk to Year 8 about general
fire safety and keeping safe over the
Halloween break when there was
the risk of injury through misuse of
fireworks, etc. The pupils were very
attentive and asked many important
questions. Year 8 pupils enjoyed this
informative session.
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Year 8 Residential Programme 2017
As part of the ‘Year 8 Residential Programme’, all classes in Year 8 have had the opportunity to stay at
Woodhall Residential Centre in Kilrea, County Londonderry.
Woodhall is used by school groups for educational purposes on a residential basis. Formerly a large,
private residence, Woodhall is situated on the outskirts of Kilrea village, in its own grounds overlooking a
small sheltered lake. The centre has an attractive geographical position central to the Board’s area and
within convenient range of natural amenities offered by the North Coast, River Bann and Sperrin Mountains. Pupils had the opportunity to take part in a wide range of activities such as canoeing, archery, high
ropes and orienteering. The experience is a fantastic way for pupils to meet new friends and complete
team building activities with their classmates.

Year 8 Gideon’s Assembly
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Inauguration of New Senior Prefects for 2017 - 2018

Silver Qualifying Expedition – 13th-15th October 2017
All Seventeen Silver Students have done tremendously well! Their on-going pursuit of volunteering in the community for the past year, engaging in their physical training, as well as developing new skills that they didn’t have from
their time in their Bronze Award, was rounded off with an extremely challenging final expedition. Over three days
the pupils hiked 45km, scaling a number of peaks in The Mournes. On day one they were facing fog and heavy rain
with no visibility, relying purely on compass bearings. Day two saw the beginning stages of Hurricane Ophelia and
while most of Northern Ireland ground to a halt, our pupils pushed forward, hitting the mountains with winds of up
to 45mph. These winds battered their tents the entire night, yet they got up the next day, smiles on their faces and
marched off to conquer another mountain in the fog, wind and rain. These students really are a credit to our school
and their families! Suffice to say they were glad to step off the bus to the warm embrace of their parents and carers.
For many of these Silver Seventeen, Gold is waiting to embrace them with open arms!

Rewarding Excellence and Attendance

Translink Child Safety Bus Visit
On Monday the 4th of September
Translink made a visit to our school
with their ‘Child Safety Bus’. All
Year 8 pupils had the opportunity to
visit and see around the bus. Using
a range of videos and education
packs, the safety officers brought
issues such as vandalism and its
effects to life. Pupils were told what
behaviour was acceptable and not
acceptable while travelling on the
bus. Footage from hidden CCTV
cameras was played showing how
bad behaviour can lead to injuries.
Pupils were also given advice on
how to be safe when waiting for a
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bus on dark winter mornings.
“At the beginning of the year people from Translink came in and
showed us around the Safety
Bus. They told us the behaviour
that was expected on their buses
on the way to and from school.
They showed us how to get on
and off the bus safely and how
we should stand when waiting
for the bus. They also pointed
out security cameras which
record everything that happens on the bus. I found it very
interesting and really enjoyed the
experience.”
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Year 12 GCSE Examination Results
Pupils excel at GCSE with a 10% rise in the number of pupils achieving 5 GCSE grades at A* to C including English
and mathematics!
On the morning of Thursday 24th
August 2017 Ballyclare Secondary
School staff and pupils were celebrating a very successful GCSE
results day one of our best to date!
The Principal, Mrs Kathryn Bell and
all the staff of Ballyclare Secondary
School are absolutely delighted with
the GCSE results obtained by Year
12 pupils. There have been many
outstanding performances from our
pupils. It is a delight to see so many
pupils fulfil their potential in this way.
As a whole the year group have
exceeded our expectations and
the grades achieved in the majority
of subjects have shown a significant improvement on last year. The
number of pupils achieving the DENI
Target of 5 GCSE grades at A* to C
including English and mathematics
has risen by 10%. This is an incredible achievement which is the result
of sheer hard work on the part of pupils and staff. It is very encouraging
for staff to see clear evidence that
our Key Stage 4 Strategy is working
and our pupils feel supported and
are achieving very good grades in all
GCSE subjects.
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This year has seen an increase in the
number of pupils attaining multiple
A* and A grades in nearly all their
subjects and this is an absolutely
fantastic level of attainment.
A number of pupils have achieved
very high levels of success in our
Occupational Studies Courses in
Food Preparation, Horticulture, Business Services and Carpentry and
Joinery many of these results are at
Distinction Level. It is important to
us that we continue to develop our
curriculum to find courses which
best meet the needs and talents of
our pupils and this is proving to be
very successful.
As in previous years we acknowledge the support of parents and
carers and the role they play in supporting their young people as they
work towards examinations. Parents
and carers play a significant part in
the success of Ballyclare Secondary
School. It was a pleasure to see the
Assembly Hall filled with delighted
parents.
All year 12 pupils deserve these
pleasing results and many are now
anticipating their return to school

to take on the challenge of further
study. We anticipate that this year’s
sixth form will once again be filled to
capacity and there will be particular
interest in the new GCE courses we
are offering which include Digital
Technology, Life and Health Science,
Nutrition and Food Science and
BTEC Level 3 in Travel and Tourism
and BTEC Level 3 in Children’s Care,
Learning and Development.
Many others have successfully
gained places in Northern Regional College, Belfast MET and other
colleges of further education including Greenmount and Loughry
Agricultural Colleges and we wish
them all well. We also congratulate
those pupils who have successfully
gained apprenticeship places in local
business.
It is always a pleasure to see pupils rewarded for their hard work
and a delight to share in their many
achievements. As a staff we wish
them continuing success for the
future and congratulate them all on a
very successful year.
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Art Club
Art club has had an exciting first term with new Year 8 pupils bringing enthusiasm and creativity. Pupils have enjoyed
working on personal projects as well as learning new skills in clay. We have also started to develop ideas for an
artwork that will be exhibited in the Westrock/MPS premises. The theme for the project is the relationship between
Westrock/MPS and our school and we are looking forward to sharing our ideas with Westrock in the new year.

Pupil Success Stories
The Art & Design department had two pupils obtaining A* grades at A Level in 2017. Annie Connolly and
Tyler Moore both achieved the highest grade obtainable
through their incredible talent and hard work. Both were
extremely dedicated pupils who worked tirelessly at developing their skills and talent in Art and Design.
Tyler is currently studying in London achieving a place
on the prestigious Foundation Acting course at Guildford
School of Acting in London to pursue his acting career.
He is an incredibly creative and talented young man and
we cannot wait to see him someday in the West End!
Front row tickets have already been requested!
Annie Connolly was given an unconditional offer straight
onto the Graphic Design Degree course at the University of Ulster which is exceptionally difficult to achieve.
Annie’s great love of the subject and her incredible
talent saw her obtain this place based on her own merit
and skill. Normal entry to a degree course is through
a Foundation Course first and so by obtaining a place
directly onto the Graphic degree demonstrates the talent
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that this young lady has in abundance. It was a pleasure teaching Annie from GCSE to A Level and watching
her grow from a shy, timid girl into a fantastic confident
young adult. I am delighted that Annie will come to the
P7 Open Night to share with our Ballyclare Secondary
pupils, the P6 and P7 pupils and their parents her success and show off her work that she has been completing at university.
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Year 13 & 14 Annual RUA Exhibition Trip 2017
This term the A Level Art and Design students had the opportunity to visit the Royal Ulster Academy exhibition at the
Ulster Museum. This Annual Exhibition showcases the work of Academy members, invited artists and artists selected
through open submission. The diversity of the work is excellent and we enjoyed seeing artwork by some of Ireland’s
most important artists for example David Crone, Diarmuid Delargy, Neil Shawcross and a former teacher of Ballyclare
Secondary School, Graham Gingles. Pupils were able to study the work of contemporary artists and make connections with their own work. This has really helped pupils to experiment and to develop their ideas and skills. We were
treated to a tour of the Gallery by the artist Barbara Allen (who is a well established watercolour painter) followed by
a workshop where she demonstrated techniques for using watercolour.

Think Pink for Breast Cancer Research
2017: Cancer Focus
During the month of October, the PE Department organised sponsored activities during PE classes. The girls and
boys enjoyed the fun of the activities as well as dressing up in something pink!! Merchandise was also sold throughout the school, to raise money for this charity. A big thank you to the volunteer VI formers. Congratulations to Year 8
girls for their effort Susan McKay £40, Mya Graham £39.28 and Scarlett McArthur £35.
Breast Cancer research is essential. It helps
identify the causes of breast cancer and
discover improved methods of diagnosis and
treatment. Many cancers, previously thought to
be incurable are now being treated successfully as a result of scientific research.
Well done to all staff and pupils for their continued support for this charity. A cheque for
£1145 was presented to Cancer Focus N.I. in a
special assembly. Rosie Forsythe from Cancer
Focus outlined the new research currently being carried out by Queens University Belfast.
To date Ballyclare Secondary School has
raised £24,672.92 for Breast Cancer an absolutely fantastic amount. Well done!
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The European Day of Languages
To mark the European Day of Languages this year the Modern Language Department organised a wealth of activities. There was a special international lunch and after schools’ clubs joined in on the fun. Pupils enjoyed watching
‘Boule et Bill’ in film club and culinary skills at cookery club were tested as the French assistant helped pupils make
crêpes à la française and of course pupils enjoyed sampling them afterwards. Miam Miam!
Madame McCourt went to Ballyclare Primary School for their EDL fun day. She worked with the P4s, played games,
taught them the parts of the body and how to sing ‘Head, shoulders, knees and toes’ in French and had a lot of fun!

European Day of Languages
- Talented Celebrities’
Competition
To celebrate the European Day of Languages the school ran
a talented celebrities’ competition. Pupils had to match up
celebrities to their second language. Everybody who entered
received a small prize. Susan McKay (8F) was drawn out of all
the correct entries and she won an amazon gift voucher and
other language treats.
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Head Boy and Head Girl 2017/2018
Robert Dunbar and Lauren Fittis have
been appointed to the positions of
Head Boy and Head Girl for 2017-18.
Read below their thoughts on their
recent appointments and their plans
for the incoming year.

Robert Dunbar – Head Boy
What was the interview process like
and how did you prepare?
Within the first week back at school
in September, I had the pleasure of
being invited to an interview for the
position of Head Boy. I was aware that
the competition was extensive as we
had all achieved so much and were
worthy of the role, however, we all
congratulated each other on the fact
that we were the final five shortlisted
for the position. I created a short presentation which was to be used in the
interview process along with a short
speech to four of the school’s senior
teachers and our principal. The title of
the presentation was “The Head Boy
has a vital role to play in the life of the
school”; a statement which I believe
is true as the Head Boy should not
only be a visible representative of our
school and student body, but also a
willing participant in all aspects of daily
life in our school behind the scenes,
aiming to help and relieve the pressure
on our teachers whenever the situation
allows. I prepared for the presentation
by practicing it numerous times in front
of my family to ensure I was fluent. I
was anxious when I first went in for the
interview, however, I was soon made
to feel very welcome and relaxed before I began my presentation.
Why do you think that you were
chosen?
I believe I was selected due to my
composed delivery of my presentation in which I stated that over the
past seven years in our school I have
played an active role in many projects
in the school such as the student
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forum. Along with this I have taken part
in many extra-curricular activities such
as rugby and enjoy a healthy relationship with both staff and pupils which
proved that I am a suitable person for
the role and responsibilities of Head
Boy.
What are your roles and responsibilities?
Some of the roles which I will carry
out include speaking at our school
presentation evening, attending the
Remembrance Service on behalf of
our school, greeting parents on open
evenings and planning the annual
school formal. It also requires me to be
a role model to peers through both my
actions and appearance.
What plans do you have for the
incoming year?
I plan to focus on my studies as my A
level exams approach to secure myself
a position on the university course I
hope to do. Along with this I hope to
have a positive impact on Ballyclare
Secondary School and seek to return
the investment this school has had in
me.
Final Thoughts
I feel privileged to be the Head Boy of
Ballyclare Secondary School for 20172018 and will do my best to be a credit
to the school.

Lauren Fittis – Head Girl
What was the interview process like
and how did you prepare?
I began by using the suggested topics
to feature in the presentation and
began to write down my personal
qualities, skills and experiences that
would help me in the position of Head
Girl; I also wrote down my contributions to school life and finally what I
believe is the role of Head Girl. Then
I started to convert this into a power
point presentation. I included information and pictures about me to help
the panel get to know me as a person
and I also thought it would be a good

idea to bring along certificates showing me representing the school. Once
I was happy with my presentation I
talked through it timing myself making
sure it was between 5-7 minutes, and
I did this for a few days. I showed my
friends and family and asked them for
areas to improve. And finally I did a
final practice.
Why do you think you were chosen?
I was so happy to hear that I got an
interview and I immediately thought
that I was considered because of my
contribution to the school over the
years. I felt I met the basic requirements because my uniform is always
to the highest standard and my attendance is good. I’m confident and able
to speak in front of people on behalf of
the school, and I have a genuine love
for the school and its staff; I thoroughly
enjoy school and always give my best.
What are your roles and responsibilities?
I have regular meetings with staff to
ensure the prefects of the school are
doing their jobs and communicate
any problems the prefects may have.
I appear in junior assembly to ensure
the pupils are there on time, this helps
the younger pupils to get to know me.
I also attend school events throughout
the year such as parents’ evenings,
presentation evening and open nights.
I have a huge role to play in planning
the school formal. And I also represent
the school at outside events such as
the Remembrance Day Service in the
town.
What plans do you have for the
incoming year?
I plan to ensure the wellbeing of each
pupil, and I hope that I will be a reliable
and trust worthy figure that anyone
can approach for advice or when they
have problems. I am looking forward
to planning the formal and taking on
ideas from others throughout years 1214. I can’t wait to represent the school
on the evening events throughout
the year; particularly the open nights
for primary seven pupils because I
remember coming here and seeing the
school for the first time and I think it’s
such a privilege to show people the
school and what we can offer.
Final thoughts
I am very honoured to be Head Girl
of Ballyclare Secondary School; it’s
something I’ll remember and hold for
the rest of my life and I am looking
forward with anticipation to see what
this coming year has in store.
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Presentation Evening Celebrates Success
On Thursday 26th October 2017
Ballyclare Secondary School held
its annual awards evening for the
Presentation of Certificates and
Trophies. Principal, Mrs Kathryn Bell
welcomed parents, carers, staff,
Governors, pupils and guests to the
evening.

Guests of honour at the event were
Mr Alan and Mrs Linda Beattie. Mr
and Mrs Beattie were very familiar
faces to all in attendance as they
served as teachers in Ballyclare Secondary School for a combined total
of over 58 years. Mrs Beattie joining
the staff in 1985 and Mr Beattie in
1991. During that time as well as
being busy classroom teachers, Alan
and Linda had both held a number
of positions of responsibility within
school, Mrs Beattie as Head of Music Department and a Head of Year
and Mr Beattie also a Head of Year,
Subject Leader for Performing Arts
and Drama and Community Liaison
Officer. Collectively they were known
as “The Beatties” and under their
leadership over the years the Music
and Drama Departments had grown
from strength to strength. Mrs Bell
thanked Mr and Mrs Beattie for the
inspiration, passion and enthusiasm
in their teaching which had contributed so much to the life, ethos and
environment of Ballyclare Secondary
School.
Mrs Bell’s theme for the evening was
“Building Success Stories”
and celebrating the many
achievements of the young
people in all aspects of
school life and to commend
the endeavours of the staff.
During her annual report,
she outlined the excellent
standards achieved by
pupils at GCE A Level, AS
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Level, GCSE level and in Level 3
BTEC Courses pointing out how
more pupils than ever before are
staying on to sixth form to continue
with their studies. Mrs Bell commented on the broad and varied
curriculum offered to pupils and how
this provided different pathways
for pupils of all abilities to
follow and to achieve their
own personal levels of
success and that all were
worthy of celebration. She
also highlighted the exam
success of students who
took courses run in collaboration with Ballyclare High
School as part of the now
well established Ballyclare
Learning Community.
Praising the pupils for
their hard work and dedication in all
aspects of school life the Principal
reflected on the high quality learning
and teaching evident in all departments throughout the school, on
charity work and the many sporting
successes throughout the year.
Mrs Bell also highlighted the many
popular extracurricular activities
which take place throughout the year
including recent achievements in the
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme.
Investor in Careers is a Licensed
Awarding Body, which showcases
and supports the management of
Careers Education, Information,
Advice and Guidance (CEIAG) and is
a widely used quality award recognised nationally. It was with great
pride that Mrs Bell informed all present that the school had recently been
awarded the Investor in Careers
Award at Level 2 – a great achievement for the school!
“As an Investor in Careers holder we
have demonstrated our ability to provide impartial, independent careers
education, information, advice and
guidance to all young people”. Mrs

Bell went on to say that this really
was one of the highest accolades
a school can receive for excellence
in this area of work. The Quality in
Careers Standard is about improving
pupils’ awareness of opportunities,
raising their aspirations and working
with them to ensure they achieve
their full potential. To achieve this
award really was a team effort and
Mrs Bell acknowledged the work of
Senior Teacher, Mrs Valerie Beattie
for her work in securing this award
for the school.
Mrs. Bell commended the teaching
staff for their efforts over the past 12
months, and also paid tribute to the
Board of Governors for their support
and encouragement throughout the

year.
The Principal went on to comment
on the major areas of the school Pastoral Care and Pupil Welfare,
Educational Provision, CEIAG, and
School Organisation and Improvement. She highlighted the work and
support of her Senior Leadership
Team.
In closing her annual report, Mrs.
Bell thanked the members of the
Board of Governors for their dedication, faithful attendance at meetings
and contribution to the school and
stated that Ballyclare Secondary
School had, once again, demonstrated that it is a very good school and
she paid tribute to pupils and staff
alike for their contribution in making
it a year of outstanding success and
progress.
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Auschwitz Trip
Harry and I were two out of the 200
pupils from Northern Ireland to take
part in this event led by the Holocaust Educational Trust.
We had a seminar before the trip
were we could meet a Holocaust
survivor called Mala Tribich.

After our 3-hour plane journey we
went to the town of Oswiecim, which
when the Nazi’s invaded in 1939,
they named it Auschwitz.
This town wasn’t far away from the
camp.

After we went to Oswiecim we went
to Auschwitz 1 were most of the exhibits were e.g. human hair, clothes
and shoes taken from arriving transports - many of which were taken
from the prisoners before entering
First for School News & Views

the gas chambers, the only standing gas chamber and crematorium
was in Auschwitz 1 which was very
emotional as we got to go inside and
you could see the scratch marks on
the walls and door, and then the wall
were 20,000 people were shot (you
could still see the bullet holes).

After Auschwitz 1, we went to
Auschwitz Birkenau. This was the
most overwhelming for me, as you
could see the scale of how big the
final solution was. In Birkenau, we
saw the barracks in which the prisoners were kept, their toilet facilities, which were basically holes in a
block of concrete. We also took the
10 minute walk the prisoners would
have taken up the railway tracks to
get to the gas chambers in which
they perished, which for me was the
most overwhelming part of the trip.
Birkenau was where most of the
prisoners died, and was were the
biggest gas chamber was. This gas
chamber was blown up by the Germans before the war ended so they
could try and hide their tracks.

History behind it:
Auschwitz was the largest site of
mass murder in the history of the
world. 1.1 million people died here,
more than the total of British and
American losses during the whole of
the second world war.
An average 90% of people died
upon arrival to the camp, by usually
being sent to the gas chambers but
in the early years were shot by a
firing squad. The rest were to work

doing hard slave labour.
It wasn’t just Jews who were taken
to Auschwitz to die but also gypsies,
Poles, homosexuals, etc.

Gassing of prisoners:
After the doors were shut, SS men
dumped in the Zyklon B pellets
through vents in the roof or holes in
the side of the chamber. The victims
were dead within 20 minutes. Johann
Kremer, an SS doctor who oversaw
gassings, testified that the “shouting
and screaming of the victims could
be heard through the opening and it
was clear that they fought for their
lives”.
Sonderkommandos (special work
crews forced to work at the gas
chambers) wearing gas masks
then dragged the bodies from the
chamber. The victims’ glasses,
artificial limbs, jewellery, and hair
were removed, and any dental work
was extracted so the gold could be
melted down. If the gas chamber
was crowded, which they typically were, the corpses were found
half-squatting, their skin discoloured
pink with red and green spots, with
some found foaming at their mouths,
or bleeding from their ears. The
corpses were burned in the nearby
incinerators, and the ashes were
buried, thrown in the river, or used
as fertilizer.
Conclusion:
This was an amazing opportunity for
me, and I learnt many new things. I
am very grateful for having received
this opportunity as well. I highly
recommend you take this offer to go
to Auschwitz if you receive it when
you’re in Year13 because not only is
it an unforgettable experience, but
you will also make new friends from
all over Northern Ireland.
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Ballyclare Secondary School in Association with
Hope 365

Imagine having to sleep every night
of your life on the streets or in a
drain. That’s the sad plight facing
up to 2,000 children in the town of
Shashemene, Ethiopia. But with the
help of our very kind Year 8 pupils
last year ‘sleeping rough for street
kids’ we managed to raise £865 to
provide beds for 8 street kids in one
of the Hope 365 shelters.
Following the success of the last
academic year we decided to con-

tinue to support these street kids
through HOPE 365 and so decided
that this year the Year 9 pupils will
be given a ‘Mega Meal Deal’ box.
The idea behind this meal deal is
that if the pupils would be prepared
to skip a fast food meal and donate
the money saved into the little box
provided, then Hope 365 could
provide 15 meals for the street kids
for that one missed meal. All money
raised whether big or small is a huge
help and goes directly to buying food

for the street kids in the HOPE 365
home.

PTA Annual Quiz
On Thursday 14th November the PTA held their annual Quiz. It was a very successful evening with £400 being raised
for the charity Angel Wishes, through staff and pupil donations and raffle prizes.
Well done to all the teams who took part. It was definitely an interesting and enjoyable night for all involved and the
PTA would like to thank everyone who took part.

Cookery Club
Cookery club have been busy this
term making a range of lovely dishes
ranging from mango chicken, waffle
berry pudding to fantastic hedgehog
cakes. As part of the European Day
of languages pupils made delicious

French crepes with our French assistant Coralie Cornic.
After Christmas we look forward to
Year 8 pupils joining the club and
showcasing their culinary skills.

Concern N.I. Debate League
This is the first year we have been accepted onto the Concern N.I. Debate league. The Concern Debates have been
running for 33 years, involving over 50,000 post-primary students in Ireland. By taking part, students also learn the
valuable skills of research and debating. Some are inspired to go on to become advocates for social change both at
home and abroad. Around 140 schools across the country participate annually.
On Monday, 13th November, 2017, Ryan McNeilly, Abigail Halligan, John Watson, Jack Brierley, Daniel Hamilton and
Jade Fyffe-McFadden achieved 3 points against St. Ciaran’s College arguing in favour of the motion, ‘Young people
are indifferent to the problems of the developing world.’
On Tuesday 5th November 2017, Ryan McNeilly, Jade Fyffe McFadden, Jack Brierley and John Watson achieved
1 point against St Killian’s College arguing against the motion, ‘In order for women to access leadership positions,
gender quotas must be implemented.’
Our next 2 rounds will be held in January and the team will be opposing the motions, ‘Africa is good for China’ and
‘The world will end the aids epidemic by 2030.’
page twelve
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Author Visit: Joffre White, a UK Patron of Reading
and a Reading and Writing Motivator.
On Tuesday 24th October Ballyclare Secondary School was delighted to welcome Joffre White, Author, a UK Patron
of Reading and a Reading and Writing Motivator.
He presented two inspirational speeches, first to Year 11 and then to Year 10, captivating them with his experiences
and motivating them to improve their reading and writing skills. He also delivered a highly engaging creative writing
workshop, tapping into the potential of our pupils.
Many Year 10 and 11 pupils purchased signed copies of “Earthland”, Joffre’s latest novel, just published several
months ago and many felt inspired by Joffre’s advice to perhaps think of a career in an area that maybe they already
have a keen interest in through a hobby or pastime, just as Joffre did.

Senior Book Club
The Senior Book Club has enjoyed two great discussions this term so far on “Pride and Prejudice” by Jane Austen
and “Rebecca” by Daphne du Maurier. They enjoyed the diversity of the chosen texts and are looking forward to
another interesting discussion next term on “The Woodlanders” by Thomas Hardy. It is wonderful to see the Senior
Book Club develop their involvement and enjoyment of the classics in literature and be introduced to so many wonderful authors. Since last year they have read and discussed, “Of Mice and Men” by John Steinbeck, “Lord of the
Flies” by William Golding, “Kestrel for a Knave” by Barry Hines and “Animal Farm” by George Orwell.
We still have the enjoyment of delving more into the world of Jane Austen in “Sense and Sensibility” and supporting
our A level work by reading more of the Brontes in “Jane Eyre”. New members are always welcome.
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Careers
Visit an extraordinary careers and
skills event
Titanic Exhibition Centre Belfast 18th October 2017
Year 11 pupils had the opportunity to visit this careers and skills event to help them make informed choices and find
accurate and up-to-date information about careers, training, courses and qualifications. There were many exhibitors
from various companies, they explained how they recruit staff and what they can offer. It was useful to meet employers, colleges, training providers and advisers who offer opportunities for young people deciding on their next step
after GCSEs. A very worthwhile trip with 97% recommending this trip to other pupils.

University Open days
Ulster University & Queens University
Belfast
(5th & 8th September 2017)
University Open Days are a great way to see what a university is really like.
The wide range of courses and faculty criteria is outlined through talks, as
well as by exhibitors. Students can chat to current students and staff about
the available courses. It is important to visit the campus and look at the facilities, to get a feel for what life could be like as a student at the University.

UCAS - 5th October 2017
This information evening was held to provide valuable information for the UCAS application and highlight the procedures for Student Finance NI (SFNI)
The main aims are:
•
•
•

To ensure pupils are aware of the different university and college options.
To develop a structured approach to the decision-making process for the success of UCAS applications.
Ensure pupils, parents/carers are made aware of the importance of researching the internet to get additional
information, advice and guidance on Higher education provision.

Interview Skills 20th & 21st November 2017
All of Year 12 were involved in the Interview skills days for one day. They had preparation talks prior to the day, outlining what is involved in an interview situation. The careers team had a workshop in the morning and advisers arrived
before lunch to meet their groups. The pupils were given their application forms prior to the interview as well as 8
Interviewing skills to remember:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be Prepared
Be Positive about Self and Others.
Show You Care.
Say What You CAN Do.
Match Your Strengths to the Job/Course.
Support Your Position with Facts.
Stress Personal Qualities (such as responsibility).
Use Body Language Effectively.

The interviews were 1-1 with oral and written feedback being given after the interview. This was very popular with all
the students.
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Study Skills 24th October 2017
All of Year 12 had 2 periods to outline the importance of study skills and learning styles. Strong study skills are essential to succeed in school and in life. It
isn’t enough to just sit inside a classroom and hope to soak up the knowledge
a teacher is presenting. You must put effort into learning, understanding, and
applying the material.
The study skills you develop will be based heavily on your learning style. All
pupils have already carried out the VAK questionnaire with their class teacher at
the beginning of September. This should help revision and study habits.

Work Experience 2nd – 6th October 2017
Work Experience represents the opportunity for pupils to explore the World of Work, in Year 12 for 1 week. 96%
found their placements useful and 93% felt it helped them decide on their future career choices.
Advantages of Work Experience for Pupils:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improves pupil’s self- knowledge
increases pupil’s employability skills
increases pupil’s motivation to learn
gives relevance to the work pupils do in school
encourages pupils to consider the wide range of jobs available
gives pupils an insight into the workings of business and industry
highlights the skills, qualifications and experience needed by employers.

Congratulations to the pupils who received the Work Experience Awards for an excellent work placement!

Year 12
Faye & Cassey Haggan
LVI Placement in June 2017
Adam McCann
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Year 10 Charity Event – Fundraising for AWARE
Year 10 chose as their year group charities this year, AWARE and Pips. One idea was to donate items to create a
relaxation hamper to be raffled within school amongst pupils and staff while the other idea was that of a fun activity
during lunch. With the kind help of the local TA, the year group were able to organise an assault course and climbing
frame, to be available to use at lunch time on World Mental Health Day. This was a hugely successful and enjoyable event in which the year group raised a total of £209.27. This was a fantastic achievement and a special word of
thanks should be made to Mrs Shingleton for her contact with the TA and the endless list of volunteers from Year 10
who offered to help in any way they could in running these events.

Shoe Box Appeal
Over the last two years Ballyclare Secondary School have donated over one
hundred and fifty shoe boxes to The Blythswood Shoe Box Appeal. These
shoe boxes have been distributed to people less fortunate than ourselves as
Christmas Presents in a range of countries; including Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Kosovo, Moldova, Pakistan, Romania, Serbia and Ukraine. The form class
who contributed the most shoe boxes in the Senior school was 12Q, whilst 9C
and 9R took the title in the Junior School with 6 boxes each. Well done to all
involved!

Year 13 BTEC CCLD Level 3
Award students
The Year 13 pupils have successfully completed the British Heart
Foundation paediatric first aid course as part of their Unit 2 under the
instruction of our school nurse. As part of the course the students
were trained in how to administer the Epi-pen and how to give CPR to
a young child. A big thank you to nurse Mc Shane for her help in delivering the content. Well done girls!
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Year 9 Reward Trip - Ice Hockey

Year 13 and 14 GCE Examination Results
On the morning of Thursday 17th August
2017 Ballyclare Secondary School
staff and pupils were celebrating a very
successful results day. There were many
outstanding performances and it was a
joy to see so many young people achieve
such positive results and fulfil their
potential. The School Assembly Hall was
filled with happy young people and very
delighted parents.
The outgoing Year 14 was a very dedicated and hardworking year group and
this was clearly evident throughout their
7 years in school. They deserve their high
levels of attainment and as a staff we are
absolutely delighted for them. This year a
significant number of our pupils achieved
at least one top grade and many of the
year group have achieved all of their
grades at Grade C and above. The vast
majority of our young people achieved
all of their grades at A* to E, this is a remarkable achievement and a tremendous
success story for all! Our achievements
this year are on a par with many schools
in the selective sector and clear evidence
that with hard work and the support of
dedicated teachers our young people
can achieve at the very highest levels.
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Our pupils have excelled in a wide range
of courses including academic and
vocational courses and we believe that
providing a curriculum that is broad and
varied ensures that pupils engage in
courses they are actually interested in
and this improves levels of attainment.
As a school we value all of the grades
achieved by all our pupils, whether that
is an A* or an E grade, it is our ethos
that all pupils should have a rewarding
educational experience and we aim for
“personal excellence” – this is something
every pupil can achieve, all our young
people have to work incredibly hard to
achieve their grades, attaining 3 GCE
A Levels is a tremendous achievement
and we are delighted for all our year 14
pupils.
Many pupils have already secured their
places at university and further education
colleges. Others have been successful
in gaining apprenticeships and others
have already entered their chosen area of
employment. We wish them all continuing success as they continue on their
education journey or take up their place
in the world of work.
Year 13 pupils have achieved an im-

pressive set of results in their GCE AS
Courses. These results are very encouraging and build a solid platform for
pupils to build on next year. It is always a
pleasure to see pupils rewarded for their
hard work. Many of our pupils achieved
all 3 grades at Grade E and above a truly
fantastic achievement.
It is with great pleasure that we congratulate our Year 13 pupils who completed
the one year courses, BTEC Level 2 in
Sports Studies and Business Studies
with all pupils gaining the pass gradewell done to all.
As a school we aim to challenge and
inspire all our pupils regardless of ability
and it is very pleasing to note that our
pupils have been able to achieve above
and beyond their expectations in the
wide range of courses available to them.
This year’s results were great and very
encouraging and represent further improvement on previous years.
Pupils and staff have all worked extremely hard and deserve the great results they
have achieved. We also acknowledge the
support of parents and the very important part they continue to play in the
success of Ballyclare Secondary School.
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Sports
Yoga
Hot Yoga is a form of exercise which
works every muscle, bone, joint and
system in your body. It makes you
do your best with your mind and
body on the particular day you do
it. Not only is it good for your physical health, it also helps your mental
health through relaxation and reducing stress. You begin the class with
a breathing exercise that helps bring
new fresh blood around your body.
You do a number of poses through-

out the class that helps improve concentration, keeps you focused and
allows you to relax without thinking
about anything. I have always been
one to stress, whether it is to do
with school or other things at home.
Yoga helps me to feel calm with
myself and better in my body. Sport
or exercise has never been my thing
but I can say that over the past few
weeks of going to yoga, I can feel a
difference in myself.

Yoga takes place every Thursday at
3:10pm in the fitness suite and the
class is taken by Miss Dundas.
If you want to make a difference in
yourself, I would suggest coming
along to yoga as it helps your body
in so many ways.
Leah Kitson

Showing Jumping Update

Netball Club

Ballyclare Secondary School continues to be exemplary in their representation at the Meadows School
League. As there is no longer a Balmoral School Show Jumping event
this is the only school competition
provided for our dedicated and hardworking show jumpers. Competition
is always fierce but the team work
and commitment every pupil demonstrates who is part of the team is

Well done to Paulina Zdolska who
was selected for the U13 Northern
Ireland Netball Regional Development Academy, and also Nikita
Graham who was selected for the
second year running to represent her
region in the Northern Ireland U19
Regional Challenge Squad. Both
players are excellent wing attackers.
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second to none. The time required to
prepare and compete, not to mention encourage and learn, is of a level
that only those with a passion for the
equestrian arena could fully understand. At present, we still have one
more date of the league to complete
so who knows what next year may
hold…
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Year 8 Hockey
The year 8 hockey team have had
an excellent start to the 2017-2018
hockey season. They eagerly train
once a week on a Friday afternoon
from 3-4pm. Ballyclare Secondary
School entered two enthusiastic
teams into the Year 8 hockey blitz at
Downshire High School. Both teams
won all their games and conceded
no goals.
Ballyclare Secondary ‘A’ team
defeated Carrick 1-0, Ulidia 2-0,
Downshire 2-0, Glengormley 4-0 and
Parkhall 1-0. Reah Little dominated
the forward line by scoring 6 out of
the 10 goals. Emma Bell displayed
some excellent skill in goals by
keeping a clean sheet and pulling off
some tremendous saves.
Ballyclare Secondary School ‘A’
Team:
Emma Bell
Annie Rose
Hannah Lusty
Emily Crawford
Reah Little
Libby Radcliffe
Jessica Child
Leah Milken
In section two of the Year 8 blitz,
Ballyclare Secondary’s ‘B’ team
dominated their section of the tournament by defeating Carrick 1-0,
Ulidia 3-0, Downshire 1-0, Glengormley 5-0 and Parkhall 5-0. Both
Leah Milken and Zara Mawhinney
caused havoc for our opponent’s
defenders as they were on target in
most of the games.
Ballyclare Secondary ‘B’ Team;
Sophie Ramsay
Sheree McAuley
Anna Laverty
Phoebe Moore
Zara Mawhinney
Holly Cunningham
Both teams displayed tremendous
skill at the tournament and they have
most certainly set the bar high for the
upcoming season. Well done girls!
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U15 Hockey
The U15 hockey team have had a
very successful start to the 20172018 hockey season. In The East
Antrim hockey league they have currently won all their games defeating
Carrick College 5-0, Parkhall 8-0 and
Larne 1-0.
They were entered into the NEBESSA tournament at Ballyclare High
School picking up a silver medal at
this tournament. Ballyclare Secondary School were unfortunately
defeated 1-0 in a very close contest with Belfast High. However,
once they settled into the
tournament they defeated
two strong sides including
Ballymena Academy and
Ballyclare High School.
Rachel McLaren picked up
a brace in the 2-0 defeat
against Ballymena Academy and Alannah Bell and
Morgan Hunter were both
on target against Ballyclare
High.

A special mention must go to our
three Year 8’s Libby Radcliffe, Reah
Little and Emily Crawford who played
outstanding in the tournament.
U15 hockey squad;
Emily Weatherup
Charlotte Houston
Lauren Wasson
Julianne Moore
Morgan Hunter
Alannah Bell
Rachel McLaren
Jenni Anderson
Reah Little
Emily Crawford
Libby Radcliffe
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Hockey Tour - Holland - October 2017
Day One

On Friday 27th October 2017, 13 pupils and 3 members
of staff met at Belfast International airport for a 09.35am
flight to Amsterdam. On arrival at Schiphol Airport we
were transferred to our StayOkay Hostel. Following the
settling in period the girls had the opportunity to kick off
the tour with their first set of matches against AMHC FIT.
Both the U13 and U16 games were extremely competitive. The U16’s won both games while the U13’s put in
an excellent performance and gained a lot of experience
by playing against very technically gifted opponents.
After the games, the girls had the opportunity to eat and
socialise in the club house with the opposition. The
touring squad was then transferred back to the hostel for
a night of leisure.

Day Two

After breakfast, the touring squad checked in for a canal
cruise where they had the opportunity to explore some
of the 165 canals that were created over the centuries to
stimulate trade and transport and reclaim land to expand
the city. Following the picturesque views along the canal

cruise the girls had the opportunity to undertake some
shopping and take in the wonderful sights that Amsterdam has to offer. The evening was spent at a local
Italian pizza restaurant.

Day Three

After breakfast the squad was transferred to Den Hagg.
There they had the opportunity to watch two professional hockey matches. The women’s premier league
fixture between Bloemendall and Den Bosch. The men’s
premier league fixture between Bloemendall and Oranje
Road. Both games were fast paced and very exciting
due to the very technically and tactically gifted players
on show. That evening we took in the sights of Den
Hagg and shared dinner together at a local restaurant.
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Day Five
After breakfast the touring squad reluctantly departed
Schipol Airport for their flight back home to Belfast International Airport.

After breakfast, the squad was transferred to Kinderdijk where the girls had the opportunity to take in the
wonderful sights of the Rotterdam windmills. These
windmills were situated in a beautiful Dutch Village about
15km East of Rotterdam. Following the spectacular
views, we were transferred to Club Cartouche. After
lunch, the girls participated in an intense training clinic
lead by Dutch coaches. It was then time for match 2
of the tour against Club Cartouche. Both the U13s and
U16s produced two outstanding performances. The
U16s blew the opposition away winning 11-3. The U13s
were narrowly defeated 4-3. Dinner was served at the
hockey club which allowed both teams to have the opportunity to socialise and exchange memorabilia.

This was a very successful learning experience for all
those involved. It provided the girls with the opportunity to bond as a group, experience another culture and
develop technically and tactically.

Below are a few quotes from the girls about their hockey
tour experience;
‘It was an amazing experience and I would definitely
go back again’ Tori Jewiss U13
‘It was fun and exciting. A completely different experience. I loved it’ Cora Bell U13
‘It was so fun. I really enjoyed watching the Dutch
premier league matches’ Alannah Bell U16
‘An enjoyable experience gaining memories that will
last a lifetime’ Megan Crone U16
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our sponsors for helping us with our hockey tour:
REDO for sponsoring our playing tops
The Beautiful Game for suppling our tour kit
Living with The Lions for organising the fantastic tour
First for School News & Views
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Pollock Cup Success
Ballyclare
Secondary win the
Pollock Cup for
the first time since
1996
The Year 12 Team started their
season with the Pollock Cup
qualifiers at Lisburn Rugby Club.
Ballyclare, who had a number of
players absent with injury, started
with a victory over Strangford
College and then defeated Shimna
17-0 with James Wilson scoring two
tries and Dylan Coyle scoring one.
Ross Warren converted one of the
tries. Ballyclare then faced Our Lady
and St. Pats, Knock and recorded a
25-0 victory with Ben Evans scoring
once, Ross Warren and Adam
Warren both adding two tries each.
Ballyclare then played Ballynahinch
HS in their final group game and
the game ended in a 12-12 draw.
James Wilson and Ross Warren
scored one try each and Adam
Warren converted one try. Ballyclare
Secondary and Ballynahinch HS
both qualified for the finals day.
The finals day, which included the
top eight teams, took place on
Wednesday 22nd November at Mid
Ulster Arena, Cookstown. Ballyclare
faced holders Craigavon SHS in
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their first group match and won
10-5, with Ross Warren scoring a
brace. Ballyclare then faced Sperrin
Integrated and again won 10-0 with
Adam Shields and Adam Warren
scoring one try each. Ballyclare won
their group and progressed to the
final to meet Ballynahinch HS. The
final was abandoned after three
minutes due to a serious injury to
a Ballynahinch player. Ballyclare
enjoyed the early possession in the
Ballynahinch 22. Due to a lengthy
delay, it was agreed to share the
trophy.
This is only the second time that
Ballyclare Secondary has won the
Pollock Cup, the first was in 1996.

Ballyclare have come close in recent
years, being runners-up in 2014 and
third place in 2015 and 2016.
This seeds Ballyclare Secondary
into the second round of the U16
High Schools’ Trophy were they
have been drawn at home against
Banbridge HS or Slemish Integrated.
Squad: Squad: Jordan Wilson,
B Evans, W Stewart, H Farren,
J Kennedy, James Wilson, J
Catherwood, D Coyle, C Harbinson,
S Richmond, A Warren, R Warren
(Capt), S Wilson, A Shields,
J McKernon, S McConkey, J
Henderson, R Magill, J Milton, M
Simpson Coaches: Mr A Cowden
and Mr S McGuigan
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Football Focus
Year 8

Year 9

Year 8 football practices began in
early September. Each Tuesday over
twenty boys turned-out to practice,
when the pitches were still dry and in
a playable condition.

The Year 9 football team started the season with a 6-1 victory over Larne High, with Cameron Moore and Connor Allen
both netting a brace and Chad
Morris and Jamie Bell adding
the two goals. Ballyclare then
outshone Glengormley HS 12-0
with Jay Doran scoring a hattrick, Connor Allen, Cameron
Moore and Luis Finlay all scoring
two and Jamie Bell, Chad Morris,
Dylan Lee all adding one goal each.
Ballyclare then travelled to a strong
Ulidia team, who defeated Ballyclare
5-0 last season. However, Ballyclare
fought until the final whistle on a
small difficult pitch to draw 2-2 with
Dylan Lee and Jamie Sands scoring
the goals.

Unfortunately, early season matches
did not go according to plan with
three East Antrim League defeats in
succession to Carrick College (2-6),
Glengormley High School (0-5) and
Abbey College (0-3). Bailey Nixon
scoring both goals against Carrick
and the captain George Bunting
performing well in goals.
The best performances were saved
for the East Antrim Cup and the
Northern Ireland Under 12 Minor
Cup. A long journey to Fermanagh
saw Ballyclare race into a promising
2-0 first half lead against Enniskillen
Grammar School. The goals coming
from top scorer, Bailey Nixon and
Leon Malone. In central midfield,
Jack Thompson played extremely
well, controlling this area of the pitch
in the first half. However, a lacklustre
second half performance, with many
defensive mistakes saw Enniskillen
progress through to the second
round by a 3-2 margin.
The only victory to date occurred in
the East Antrim Cup with a superb
2-0 victory against Carrick Grammar
School. Both Thompsons – Jack and
Scott getting on the scoresheet. This
win set up a quarter-final tie against
Ulidia. However, the recent legislative changes relating to the driving of
school minibuses by teachers here in
NI has brought this competition to a
standstill.
The following boys played for the
Year 8 Football team this year,
George Bunting (captain), Scott
Thompson, Bailey Nixon, Leon
Malone, Jake Johnston, Calum Maxwell, Lewis Gault, Adam Campbell,
Jack Thompson, Rhys McGarry, Ben
Ferguson, Jake Cameron, Rhys Park,
Luis Stewart, Matthew Cope, Jake
Simpson, William Clugston, Ben
Humphreys, Steven McLuckie, Rhys
Campbell, Harvey Shaw, Carwyn
Wallace and Charlie Keys.
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After Halloween, Ballyclare faced
Ulidia in the Quarter final of the East
Antrim Cup, in the tie of the round.
Ballyclare dominated most of game
and had large amounts of possession, playing some excellent football.
However, a game of very few chances and a couple of great saves by
both goalkeepers, Ballyclare lost 1-0.
This was a disappointing result, but
the team will look to bounce back
and win the Year 9 league title.
Squad: G Bunting, M Cooper, R
Woolsley, H Magill, G Crooks, J Bell,
L Finlay (Capt), J Doran, D Lee, J
Sands, C Allen, C Moore, C Morris,
C Poots, J Nixon, R Milligan, J Duncan, S Archbold.

Year 10
The Year 10 Football team have had
a busy term competing in the East
Antrim League, East Antrim Cup and
Northern Ireland School Cup. The
boys remain unbeaten in the East
Antrim league with convincing wins
over Ulidia (7-0) and Larne High
School (4-1), other notable victories
came against Ballyclare High School
(2-1) and Boys Model B. In the East
Antrim Cup the boys ground out a
3-3 draw with Parkhall Integrated
College and are awaiting to play the
replay of this fixture. However, the
recent legislative changes relating
to the driving of school minibuses

by teachers here in NI has brought
this competition to a standstill. In the
Northern Ireland Cup the Year 10
team travelled to Strabane Academy and produced a resounding 7-0
victory setting up a second-round
tie away to Devenish College where
they produced another emphatic
victory by winning 6-1. A bye in the
third round set up a 4th round tie
against Ashfield Boys High School.
Unfortunately the East Belfast side
proved to be too strong scoring
two early goals in the game before
Ballyclare pulled one back from the
penalty spot before half time. In the
second half Ashfield continued to
capitalise on the Ballyclare mistakes
and added another three goals, with
the final score ending 5-1.

Year 11
The Year 11 team began the season
with a number of friendly fixtures
against the Boys’ Model A Team
in preparation for their East Antrim
League and Cup campaigns. In the
East Antrim League the team recorded a dominating 7-0 victory away to
Glenglormley High School and an
emphatic 8-1 win against Downshire.
The boys had their first defeat of the
season in October when they faced a
very talented side from Belfast High
School, who have recently competed
in the East Antrim League at Year 11
for the first time. The recent legislative changes relating to the driving of
school minibuses by teachers here
in NI has meant that they boys still
have to play three league fixtures
and the East Antrim Cup competition
is currently at a standstill. Hopefully
this situation will be resolved so that
the boys can continue to progress
towards silverware in both competitions.
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Kofi Balmer signs for
Ballymena United
Year 13 pupil Kofi Balmer has signed for Ballymena United on a three-year contract after impressing since his
senior debut at the end of last season. The central defender, having just turned 17, had been making waves in
the development team last season and has taken those
performances into the first team in recent weeks.

but genuinely, everything this season has been about
keeping my head down and keeping my contribution up
to constant standard and progressing in my football. It
is great to be able to commit to Ballymena United and
I’ll take this step as I have every other since making my
debut against Coleraine, by taking every opportunity to
work with the staff and squad to develop as a player.
I’m looking forward to being a key part of Ballymena
United playing at the top levels in this league. Ultimately,
I want to win things at Ballymena and would love to then
progress into full time football across the water and so
how I play and develop here over the next few years will
be of benefit not just to me but hopefully the club too.”
Kofi also made his Sky Sports debut on Monday 6th
November 2017 when he played for Ballymena United
against Glentoran. This is another remarkable achievement and something that any aspiring sports star would
want to tick of their sporting bucket list. We look forward
to seeing Kofi perform in front of the Sky Sports cameras
again soon!

Manager David Jeffrey says “he is exactly the type of
young person and footballer that we want to build the
club around. In terms of his development he has played
consistently well and credit must be paid to our development staff and Bryan McLoughlin. Thinking back to
his debut against Coleraine and scoring the goal that
set us en route to European football, we have continued
to monitor his progress and today marks a significant
milestone for him. We met with Kofi and his parents and
it was the easiest piece of business to conduct – Kofi
wants to give his best to Ballymena United and he is an
absolute credit to himself, his family and this club.”
Kofi responded to the manager’s comments, “to be
standing here at 17 years of age it could be overwhelming to be talking about signing a 3-year contract

Kofi has also been a key part of the U18 Football team at
school who have competed in the U18 East Antrim Cup,
Northern Ireland Schools Cup and still competing in the
U18 Northern Ireland Schools Plate. Ballyclare Secondary School are proud to be Kofi’s shirt sponsor this season at Ballymena United. We would hope that Kofi will
be representing the Northern Ireland U18 Schools team
to compete in the centenary shield.
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